Note: All possible care has been taken to assure the accuracy of this pattern. We are not responsible for printing errors or the manner in which individual work varies. Please read instructions carefully before starting the construction of this quilt. If desired, wash and iron your fabrics before starting to cut.

**TURNING LEAVES QUILT**

**SIZE:** 58" x 58"

**DESIGNER:** Michelle Engel Benckso

**TECHNICAL EDITOR:** Linda Spiridon

---

**MATERIALS NEEDED**

**FABRIC A | 966**

*denim*  
2¼ yards

**FABRIC B | 204002**

*pea sticks*  
½ yard

**FABRIC C | 204402**

*herb garden*  
½ yard

**FABRIC D | 203902**

*garden party*  
½ yard

**FABRIC E | 204302**

*thyme*  
½ yard

**FABRIC F | 204202**

*sprout*  
½ yard

**FABRIC G | 204102**

*rows and rows*  
½ yard

**FABRIC H | 204304**

*thyme*  
½ yard

**FABRIC I | 203802**

*allotment*  
½ yard

**BINDING | 204102**

*thyme*  
½ yard

**BACKING | 203802**

*allotment*  
3¼ yards
CUTTING DIRECTIONS

FABRIC A
- 32- 4½" squares
- 16- 4" squares
- 12- 12½" x 2½" sashing strips
- 5- 54" x 2½" [pieced from WOF strips]
- 2- 60" x 2½" sashing strips [pieced from WOF strips]

FABRIC B
- 2- 13" squares

FABRIC C
- 2- 13" square

FABRIC D
- 2- 13" square

FABRIC E
- 2- 13" squares
- 4- ¾" x 6" strips (for Stems)

FABRIC F
- 2- 13" squares
- 4- ¾" x 6" strips (for Stems)

FABRIC G
- 2- 13" squares
- 4- ¾" x 6" strips (for Stems)
- 6- 2.5" strips (for Binding)

FABRIC H
- 2- 13" squares
- 4- ¾" x 6" strips (for Stems)

FABRIC I
- 2- 13" square
½" seam allowance unless otherwise noted.

1. Place two 13" printed fabric squares right sides together. Draw a diagonal line and sew ¼" along each side of the line. Cut along center line and press to make half square triangle blocks. Trim to 12½" square. [fig 1]

2. Cut the 16 FABRIC A 4" squares in half diagonally and insert FABRIC F, G, J, 1¾" x 6" strips to make stem squares. Trim to 3½" square. [fig 2]

3. Pin the FABRIC A 4½" squares to the two corners of the print blocks that have no seams. Sew diagonally, trim corners, open, and press flat. [fig 3]

4. Pin the 3½" stem square to one corner with a seam. Sew diagonally, trim the corner and press flat. [fig 3]

5. Arrange blocks according to QUILT DIAGRAM. Insert FABRIC A 12½" x 2½" sashing strips to make rows. [fig 4]

6. Piece FABRIC A sashing strips 54" x 2½" and sew between rows as well as along top and bottom. [fig 4]

7. Piece FABRIC A sashing strips 60" x 2½" and sew to sides of quilt.

8. Layer the backing, batting and quilt top. Baste, quilt and bind.